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Abstract: Have you heard of digital calibration certificates? Digital metrology? The digital
quality infrastructure? The European Metrology Cloud? These globally scattered initiatives
all seek to upgrade our industry from Metrology 2.5 to Metrology 4.0 by automating our
remaining manual systems via networked intercommunication. Laboratories have long since
automated many of their test and measurement processes, but the global quality infrastruc-
ture remains mired in paper and pdf documents that a) require subject-matter experts to
interpret, and b) omit information that would have value if automatically put to use. NC-
SLI’s own initiative, the Measurement Information Infrastructure (MII), envisions a set of
normative standards that define data structures, taxonomies, service protocols and security
for locating, communicating and sharing measurement information seamlessly among our
computing systems with little to no manual intervention. In this panel session, the NCSLI
MII & Automation Committee will present its MII Vision, progress and outlook and describe
some of the ongoing efforts. An open discussion and Q&A session will follow so that you
may understand how an MII might affect your business and value stream.

Learning Objectives

By participating in the session, attendees will

1. Understand the MII bridge between computer science and metrology,

2. Catch up on worldwide MII development, and

3. Glimpse measurement data standardization efforts.

1. Introduction

Let us start with a excerpt from a recent Metrologist MII column [1]:

In vogue with the times, chroniclers now label world industrial progress like
software versions. So, Industry 1.0 refers to water- and steam-powered production
and transportation. Industry 2.0 contributed electrical power, division of labor,
assembly lines, and mass production. Electronics, computers and software drive
Industry 3.0. Industry 4.0 denotes an internet of interconnected everything, from
factory sensors to tagged shipping containers, biometric devices on your person,
self-driving cars, to well, you name it. These smart devices would connect to,
communicate with, inform, control, and assist each other autonomously. The
aforementioned buzzwords fall within the Industry 4.0 concept, in as much as
industry implements them in earnest. I mention all this because an MII will exist
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in Industry 4.0. Progress never ends, however, so people have already begun to
consider what might await us in Industry 5.0.

It all represents a digital transformation—digitally storing, transmitting, and
leveraging data to enhance or create products and services and replace physical
artifacts or optimize their utilization. For example, the MII replaces physical ar-
tifacts (paper documents) with digital equivalents and online sales replace retail
sales buildings. Internet-enabled ride-sharing services increase vehicle utiliza-
tion—not everyone in the big city will want to own and park a rarely used car.
Think also shared housing—Airbnb and the like.

Unfortunately, the metrology industry lags behind, somewhere between Metrology 2.5 and
Metrology 3.0. We certainly use computers and software (and even the internet!) but we
still do too many things manually and we’ve hardly begun to interconnect what automated
systems we have such that they communicate and share metrology information automatically.
The NCSL International 141 MII & Automation Committee works to create an MII to change
all this.

The MII builds another bridge between metrology and computer science. It revolves around
three common documents that carry most metrology data between organizations: calibration
certificates, instrument specifications and accreditation statements (SoAs). As described
in Section 3, the committee has modeled these documents to design digital versions and
implemented the SoA as an XML1 schema. But the idea will not work without a consensus
for naming measurement processes—a list of standard terms for all the measurands whose
measurement results we report in certificates, whose tolerances we specify in instrument
specifications and whose uncertainties we claim on SoAs. We call that list a taxonomy,
which brings us to the committee’s current task.

2. A Measurement Taxonomy

All MII documents will use a single measurand taxonomy currently under development [2],
the latest version of which you may see on the web [3], evaluate and provide feedback to
the committee. Until we issue an official document, [4] lays out draft taxon structure and
naming rules that have emerged from our work. A recent draft list that covers some electrical,
microwave, mass, temperature, torque, force and pressure measurands includes (go to the
web site for the full list) these samples:

Selected taxons:
• TestProcess.Measure.Capacitance
• TestProcess.Measure.Conductance
• TestProcess.Measure.Conductivity
• TestProcess.Measure.Current.AC
• TestProcess.Measure.Current.AC.Sinewave
• TestProcess.Measure.Current.AC.Squarewave
• TestProcess.Measure.Current.AC.Trianglewave
• TestProcess.Measure.Current.DC
• TestProcess.Measure.Density.Mass.Gas

1eXtensible markup language
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• TestProcess.Measure.Density.Mass.Liquid
• TestProcess.Measure.Density.Mass.Solid
• TestProcess.Measure.Force
• TestProcess.Measure.Frequency
• TestProcess.Measure.Frequency.AmplitudeModulation.Rate
• TestProcess.Measure.Frequency.FrequencyModulation.Deviation
• TestProcess.Measure.Frequency.FrequencyModulation.Rate
• TestProcess.Measure.Frequency.PhaseModulation.Rate
• TestProcess.Measure.Impedance
• TestProcess.Measure.Inductance
• TestProcess.Measure.Mass.Conventional
• TestProcess.Measure.Mass.True
• TestProcess.Measure.Phase.PhaseModulation
• TestProcess.Measure.Phase.ReflectionFactor.RF
• TestProcess.Measure.Phase.TransmissionFactor
• TestProcess.Measure.PhaseNoise.Sideband
• TestProcess.Measure.Power.RF.Sinewave
• TestProcess.Measure.Pressure.Hydraulic.Static
• TestProcess.Measure.Pressure.Pneumatic.Absolute.Static
• TestProcess.Measure.Pressure.Pneumatic.Differential.Static
• TestProcess.Measure.Pressure.Pneumatic.Gage.Static
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.AmplitudeModulation
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Density.Mass
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Distortion.AmplitudeModulation
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Distortion.FrequencyModulation
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Distortion.PhaseModulation
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.DutyCycle
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.FrequencyModulation.Delta.Rate
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Harmonic
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.PhaseModulation.Delta.Rate
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.PulseModulation.CWtoPulsedPower
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.PulseModulation.OnOffPower
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Spur
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Voltage.AC.Ripple.OnDC
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Voltage.AC.Sinewave.Delta.Frequency
• TestProcess.Measure.Ratio.Voltage.AC.Sinewave.Delta.Voltage
• TestProcess.Measure.Resistance
• TestProcess.Measure.Resistance.Insulation
• TestProcess.Measure.Temperature
• TestProcess.Measure.Temperature.Radiometric
• TestProcess.Measure.Temperature.Simulated.PRT
• TestProcess.Measure.Temperature.Simulated.RTD
• TestProcess.Measure.Temperature.Simulated.Thermocouple
• TestProcess.Measure.Time.Interval
• TestProcess.Measure.Time.PulseWidth
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• TestProcess.Measure.Time.Transition
• TestProcess.Measure.Time.Transition.PulsedRF
• TestProcess.Measure.Time.UTC
• TestProcess.Measure.Torque
• TestProcess.Measure.Voltage.AC
• TestProcess.Measure.Voltage.AC.Ripple.OnDC
• . . .
• TestProcess.Source.Capacitance
• TestProcess.Source.Conductance
• TestProcess.Source.Conductivity
• . . .
• TestProcess.Source.Voltage.AC.Sinewave
• TestProcess.Source.Voltage.AC.Sinewave.TriggerSensitivity
• TestProcess.Source.Voltage.DC
• . . .

Each measurand has its own page on the web site, which describes the measurand and lists
its required and optional parameters and the measurement result’s quantity. Many also list
aliases that other organizations may call the measurand. Most importantly, all entries have
a “Leave a Reply” feature for commenting. Many of these taxonomy entries would benefit
from fresh eyes, whether from subject matter experts or any metrologist. Take a look and
comment!

3. MII Outlook Development

The outlook for an MII looks brighter than ever. In support of that and for reference, this
section surveys MII-related work around the world. If the MII interests you, you may use
this section for further information.

3.1. MII-Related Worldwide Initiatives

Recent MII-related worldwide initiatives include:

• BIPM’s2 upcoming Digital SI3 project [5] seeks to define a standard for exchanging SI
measurement data (quantity values—both numeric value and measurement unit.

• Germany’s NMI4, the PTB5, has recognized the digital economy and pursues an orga-
nized and methodical digital project set [6–9] primarily focused on legal metrology in
accordance with the European Commission’s quality infrastructure guidance [10] and
digital single market strategy [11].

• The New Zealand MSL’s6 Quantity Value project [12] finally unites numeric values and
measurement units in one computable software object. If the variables V, I represent

2Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (International Bureau of Weights and Measures)
3Système international (d’unités) [international system (of units)]
4National metrology institute
5Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (Federal Physical-Technical Institute)
6Measurement Standards Laboratory
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a voltage and current, then the program statement P = V * I calculates a power with
all the units handled automatically. Nice!

• A recent digital metrology forum [13, 14] discussed interoperability in a digital inter-
national quality infrastructure (IQI).

• A CIM7 keynote talk [15] discussed metrology’s digital future.

3.2. Digital Accreditation Statements
The NCSL International 141 MII & Automation Committee has created an XML MII SoA
schema [16–19] for which it builds in parallel an SoA editor [20–23] and a taxonomy of
measurands as described in Section 2. The committee already demonstrated practical results
from the SoA schema, including generating conventional appearing human-readable SoAs
from an MII SoA [16], the Beagle Search repository [24] for MII SoA upload and smart
searches, and Qualer Search [25] with ≈ 250, 000 CMCs8 loaded for geolocation, measurand-
and uncertainty-based searches. Though BIPM and ABs9 continue to improve their CMC
search sites, no other known digital SoAs exist. Mike Schwartz will present the SoA Editor
and taxonomy in the panel session.

3.3. Digital instrument Specifications
The 141 Committee plans to address instrument specifications after completing the SoA
project. Other than the MII instrument specs data model [26] as described in [27], we know
of only two other projects directly related to digital instrument specifications:

• The US Naval Surface Warfare Center has expressed great interest and currently uses
software [28] to collect instrument specifications. This application has a specification
data format similar to the MII data model that should facilitate conversion between
the two. Other organizations also use this software for internal purposes.

• Fluke Corporation has a web-based application [29] destined to contain specifications
for all known instruments still in use. Among other things, this tool allows users to
generate test point selections with automatically calculated tolerances for their own
work. Michael Brown will present Cubyt in the panel discussion.

3.4. Digital Calibration Certificates
The NCSL International 141 MII & Automation Committee has identified the following
worldwide proposals for digital calibration certificates:

• As described in [30], NCSLI outlined an MII certificate data model [31]. The 141
Committee plans to develop the schema after tackling instrument specifications.

• The United Kingdom’s NPL10 demonstrated a proof-of-concept XML certificate gen-
erator [32,33].

• The German Engineering Association standardized a content-limited XML format [34].

7Congrès International de Métrologie (International Metrology Congress)
8Calibration and measurement capabilities
9Accreditation bodies

10National Physical Laboratory
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• Fluke personnel augmented the VDI format for ISO17025 and re-expressed it in EMI11

format [35].

• A Portuguese calibration lab-masters thesis cooperation proposed an XML format [36].

• The PTB also pursues an XML format and measurand taxonomy [37].

• The Gum Tree Calculator (GTC) [38] remains an option for encoding uncertainty and
traceability in calibration certificates.

• Sandia National Laboratory’s Primary Standards Lab has begun a project [39] to
encode digital data in its pdf calibration certificates and participates in the 141 Com-
mittee projects.

An effort to consolidate the above proposals into a single standardized format would benefit
the international quality infrastructure. To date, no digital certificate rigorously and un-
ambiguously structures measurement data and all its metadata with a complete measurand
taxonomy, but the MII and PTB initiatives endeavor to correct this.

3.5. Related Work
Readers may find further information on the MII vision, progress and outlook as follows:

• Standardization and automation [40]

• The Metrologist MII column [41]

• Economic motivations, requirements and solutions for MII [42]

• NCSLI 141 MII & Automation Committee [43]

• Previous MII Panel Discussions [44, 45]. See also the NCSLI 2016, MSC 2017, NCSLI
2017, and MSC 2018 presentations and available at [46].

• Digital traceability [47]

• MII-aware smart instruments [48]

• MII for industry and IoT,12 taxonomy rules [4]

• Comprehensive MII information site [46]
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